2013-2014 Degree Map-Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology

This is a term-by-term sample course schedule. The milestones listed to the right of each term are designed to keep you on course to graduate in four years. The Sample Schedule serves as a general guideline to help you build a full schedule each term. See course descriptions and prerequisites at http://www.atu.edu/academics/catalog/.

Graduation Requirements:

- Must be completed at either Baptist Health Schools in LR, AR or Joplin, MO
- No more than 12 hours of "D" grades
- 25 GPA
- Contact MEDT advisor for info on application process to senior/clinical year.
- Total hours: 120
- Minimum GPA: 2.00

Possible careers include: Cytogenetic Technologist, Cytotechnologist, Histotechnologist, Histologic Technician, Biomedical, Equipment Technician, Chemical Technician, Clinical Dietician, Laboratory Tester, Medical Technologist, Chemicals & Drugs Sales Representative, Medical Equipment Sales Representative

The Arkansas Course Transfer System (ACTS) is designed to assist in planning the academic progress of students. The system contains information about the transferability of courses within Arkansas public colleges and universities. The Arkansas Course Transfer System can be accessed at http://acts.adhe.edu/
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